
A “Rife machine” is a research instrument invented by Dr. Royal Raymond Rife. A Rife machine is an electronic 

device which emits audio and/or radio waves applied in some fashion to an individual with the intent of bettering the 
individual’s health. The rate at which these waves are emitted is called ‘frequency’, which is measured in ‘hertz’, or cycles 
per second. They are used by experimenters (both practitioners and private users alike) to try to influence the body in 
making natural influences for healing changes. We use the term experimentation deliberately, as that is exactly what this 
is, finding the correct individuals healing frequency. 
 

Royal Rife is considered one of the greatest scientific minds of the 20th Century. He is credited in the book, “The Cancer 
Cure That Worked”, as the man who discovered a cure for cancer and many other diseases… simply by using vibrational 
energy. Rife learned that different species of life have their own electromagnetic ‘signature’, or pattern of oscillation 
(frequency) based on its individual genetic chemical blueprint. It’s different for all. Dr. Rife discovered that viruses, 
bacteria, and parasites are particularly sensitive to their own specific ‘bio frequencies’ and could be destroyed by 
intensifying those frequencies until specific changes occur within the pathogen and would debilitate and die. Sometimes 
they could see them literally explode… like an intense musical note, frequency pitch, that can shatter a wine glass. 
 

Disease or illness is viewed as a battle of vibrations between the cells of the body versus viruses and bacteria. If the 
pathogenic organisms won this vibrational war, the cells would become energetically weakened and more susceptible to 
disease. According to Lakhovsky, an engineer and inventor, said the way to counter this vibrational attack was to 
introduce a broad spectrum of RF (radio frequency) harmonic energies into the system and then, through the principle of 
sympathetic resonance, each cell would pick out exactly the proper frequency needed to reinforce its own internal 
vibration and the healthy cell would be more resistant to vibrational attack from virus and bacteria. 
 

Nikola Tesla argued that by going back to our base physical components, it can be safely said that the physical body is 

built from multitudes of particles held together by electrical bonds. Electrical forces are what hold atoms and molecules 

together. Chemical bonds and reactions depend on these electrical forces. Therefore, all chemical reactions are, in 

essence, reorganizations of electrical forces, which continue to be vital at body levels, i.e., tissues and organs. *When all 

of this is taken in account, of a living organism, it is shown to be an extremely intricate electrical system (Gibson and 

Gibson 1987). 

After many attempts using his powerful microscope, Royal Rife finally isolated and identified what he called the human 

cancer virus and named it BX (Bacillus X) virus. He then cultured the virus and injected it into lab animals, which created 

cancer tumors in all 400 of them. Later he was able to eliminate the cancer by using a device he created. This irradiating 

device emitted a frequency of electro-magnetic energy thereby causing the cancer virus to self-destruct when within that 

energy field. Later he used a device that involved direct contact. 

Remarkably, Rife machines have been around for almost 100 years. These Rife machines had astonishing successes. In 
1931, 44 top doctors celebrated “The End of All Disease”.  Unfortunately, “the end of disease” did not fit the business 
model of other companies who preferred to “manage disease” instead. It makes better business sense to have a regular 
income. So, the early Rife machines and documentation were destroyed. Recently, there has been a revival of interest. 
People are rediscovering the effectiveness of Rife treatments. They are learning to take control over their own health and 
end the spiral of drug dependency. 
 

Wellness is a state of dynamic balance in the body where illness simply cannot exist. This self-evident axiom 

holds true that "in perfect balance there can be no disease." The human body is a magnificent and miraculous 

machine that constantly repairs itself from damage, foreign invaders and mutant cells when it is in balance. 

Conversely, when the body is out of balance a host of possible diseases can and usually do occur. 
 

 

Spooky2 Rife Machine was named after the quote by Albert Einstein, he said, “this is spooky action at a distance”  
he stated regarding this amazing process of healing.  

 

Since the passing of Royal Rife many scientists, 

engineers and doctors have formed an alliance to 

continue his work and have since created and 

discovered, through much study & research, the 

findings of over 50,000 protocols using frequency 

sets to continue his work in the success of the 

healing journey! The greatest is the use of Blood 

Purify, Detox and in continuing the Killing of 

many pathogens, viruses, parasites and diseases.  
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Alternative Medicine 
 

Auriculotherapy – 200+ Conditions Treated - Needleless Acupuncture 

Wellness Scanning – Bio-Energetic Field, GSR, Meds & Supplements, Aura, BFR 

Rife Frequency Balancing – Supports Complete Bodily Healing 

One-of-a-kind Foot Bath Detox w/infra-red heat/Rife/Healy/reflexology/lymph activate 

Bach Flower Emotional Rescue - Personalized Mix 

*Detoxing   * Blood Purifying    
*Rife is Ridding of  Virus, Bacteria, Pathogen, Parasite 

Easy Health Management ~ 10-day detox & eliminate Remotely! 
 


